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was the first and lad of the charges of William Asbury Thomp
son and his wife, Mary Elizabeth Eden. She was an Episco
palian, bred in the hone, while he was a Methodist in every
lineament of his soul. A most interesting pair they make.
The one thing they had in common was the ardent love of
each other and religious inheritance. Only out of genuine
experiences could this story have come and these are portrayed
and interpreted with an insight and analysis that are excep
tional, a humor and a pathos that carry the heart; with a
keen criticism of religious forms and fancies that is fearless.

There is an evident bitterness on the part of the wife that
William was never more honored by the authorities of his
church, and yet all unconsciously 'William's character and
disposition are so presented as to explain the assignments that
came to him in his conference. When the church is scored
severely for its mistreatment of its aged ministers a fine service
is done, but when the author proposes to wreak vengeance
on the foreign mission collections she betrays a narrowness
and short-sightedness surprising in so acute and discerning
a student of modern religious conditions.

All classes of readers should find this story, so full of
human emotion, sympathetic study of religious experiences,
humorous portrayal of the frailties and follies of men, one
of surpassing interest and genuine profit. It really amounts
to a contribution to the study of the psychology of religion.

W. O. CARVER.

~Iarion Harland's Autobiography. Harper & Brothers, pub
Ilahers.

Marion Harland announces her autobiography as a story
for "those who make and keep the home", but for the evening
lamp and leisure hour of a most varied circle it holds usefulness
and charm.

The interest of the psychologist will quicken over first
conscious stirrings of an active, thinking entity, the emerging
through mists of superstition, early imbibed, of a strong, well
balanced intellect and its subsequent unfoldings; the educator
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will ponder with varied emotion but keen interest over early
child-culture methods; the tracer of heredity will find rare
data in the character-unfolding of this thoroughly wholesome,
normal offspring of a union of the Puritan North and the
Colonial South; lovers of history will delight in the charming
portrayel of Virginia ante bellum home life of the best type,
and follow reverently the story of our great internal struggle,
not through the smoke of battle, but through the delicate
family interlacing of Union and Confederate sentiment which
map the mutilation of our national heart; the literary aspirant
will find new stimulus in the endeavors and successes of an
old-time popular authoress, and the story-lover glean incident
and romance in the delightful ease and informality of intimate
converse; while, finally, any earnest follower of the Master
will catch inspiration from this every-day account of a busy,
unselfish life which realizes in its closing days fullest satis
faction in arduous work, bearing little fame, but giving help
ful, uplifting, practical influence in thousands and thousands
of American homes.

A Iliterary critic, chancing to read the book, might note
some looseness of style, but-it is not a book for the critic.

MRS. E. Y. MULLINS.

III. PHILOSOPHY AND APOLOGETICS.

Valuation: Its Nature and Laws. Being an introduction to the
General Theory of Value. I3y Wilbur Marshal) Urban, Ph.D., form
erly Chancellor Green Fellow in:lilental Science, and' Reader in
Philosophy, Princeton University; Professor of Philosophy, Trinity
College,Hartford, Conn. London, Swan Sonnenschien & Co., Lim.
New York, The Macmfllan Co. 1909.

The theory of value has been called "the new philosoph
ical discipline". Along this line, perhaps, the most fruitful
philosophical work of the present day is being done. Profes
sor Urban's volume is a notable contribution to the subject,
doubtless the most notable, with the possible exception of
Miinsterberg's recent work, that has appeared in this country.
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